Cultivate Relationships with Like Minded People

Most people can’t be bothered because it’s not instant and takes some time and effort!

- Reach out
- Be friendly - genuine
- Be interested in them – people are amazing..
- Like their posts, comment, like their business page - contribute
- Take your time – it’s not a race
- Be patient - relationships take time..
- Nudge the conversation your way, see what the response is!
- Any interest, use the tools! If not, don’t just disappear, as no not now doesn’t mean no not never!

Interested in Natural Wellness – MLM etc..

- Cultivate with Reunited People
- Most people can’t be bothered because it’s not instant and takes some time and effort!
Not Every Connection or conversation has to reach a conclusion, be satisfied you have connected... take your time! Keep building rapport Liking SOME of their posts, and commenting where appropriate,
Ginny: Hi Ginny, thanks for accepting my friend request. I like to connect with like-minded, positive people from around the globe. Keep making a difference.

You: Hi! I see you are logging the midnight oil. It’s 06:27 in the UK. It must be about 1 am where you are.

Ginny: Thank you. I enjoy connecting with people globally too.

You: Thanks. I see you are logging the midnight oil. It’s 06:27 in the UK. It must be about 1 am where you are.

Ginny: I’m in West Virginia. 

You: Or late. The older I get, the less sleep I seem to need.

Ginny: What’s happening in the U.K.

You: Hahaha… West Virginia. Oh Wow… the home of the lonesome pine. I love the old Lauren and Hardy song. You will be too young to remember.

Ginny: Hahaha… young at heart then eh :3) It’s only a number.

You: I don’t know the song, but I’m well past young.

Ginny: I was an education advocate for the disabled or different able.

You: I had to resign due to some health issues. I hope to return soon.

Ginny: I teach education law.

You: I like to cook and learn.

Ginny: Tell me about yourself.

You: 3 sons must be a lot of fun.

Ginny: I feel half my age in my heart.

You: Me too… 54! Don’t come from one minute. I’m a kid next minute. I am married with 5 sons. I wouldn’t change a thing. Ginny… love my life :)

Ginny: John Denver wrote a song: Country Roads.

You: Yes, I know that song.

Ginny: I’m singing it now too.

You: What do you do, Ginny, as an interest or career?

Ginny: lol. I’m older than you. I have one son. I’m pretty happy too.

You: Sound like a very rewarding career. Hope your health is improving… it truly is our greatest wealth. I run my own Therapeutic Essential Oils business with dotERRA. I am passionate about helping people with health issues instead of over the counter medication, side effects, addictions, putting all those unknowable chemicals into our bodies.
Very very cool
I do dabble in aroma therapy
Too
My son is disable I use him for pain
calm and pain

I love learning like you Ginny when it's
related as well its amazing...
I help a lot of people with pain relief, stress, anxiety
and sleep related issues...

Yes. The human spirit is amazing
lol I guess I need a potion to sleep

I can help you with that Ginny, more than happy to
send you a FREE sample... all the way from UK 😊

Just looked at your website very interesting
Do you distill your own oils?

Ok thank you

Haha... yes watch the video you will have
an eye opened

Your a very interesting man

I read a little
Some of these companies are a bit bogus
Lots of scams
I see your company isn't

Exactly... ours is amazing

I want to go to France and sit in the middle of a
lilac field

I am a man of integrity Ginny love life, love helping
people... hahaha... imagine you some very potent
pure lavender 😊 just close your eyes and imagine

Aww that's a nice thought
Believe it or not
There has been talk to plant lavender on
reclaimed coal mine sites

Aww. That's nice
Okay I'll let people know.

Ginny could you please like my Facebook page and
you will see posts I share, you will get value from it.
Facebook page, https://www.facebook.com/NaturalWellnessBusiness
So, I took some time to be interested in Ginny, kept the messages short, we got onto Careers and interests, I offered a sample especially so when she mentioned having Some interest in Oils and a need! I slipped in about Expanding to see what the Response might be? Notice how I used the 3rd party.. i.e. if she knows anyone etc.. I dropped in casually the 3 minute video about why our oils are world leading, it is essential to clarify what makes us special, I also dropped in my Facebook page so she can be exposed to all the info I want her to be! So the relationship has started, and I will cultivate it and continue to network. In time I will recruit lots of lovely people and everyone will wonder how come he manages to do that!! Lots of rods in the pond, consistent, and I just love reaching out.. It’s a people business.
Be Patient.... Be genuine..

Small pockets of time to start the ball rolling.....